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1. It was in 1962 that the first paper a ppeared/ 
1

/ in which it was pointed to 

the existence of an isomer with a very increased probability of the spontaneous 

fission. Since then a large amount of experimental data on such isomers was ac

cumulated. On the one hand, a search for new spontaneously fissioning isomers 

and their identification were performed. on the other hand, peculiarities of their fol'

mation were studied. For the time being the following three isomers are reliably 
240m 242m ( ) 244m ( identified _Am( T~ .. 0.0006 sec), Am T~•0.014 sec, Am T~· 

•0.001 sec)/ 
2

•
3

•
4

•
5
/. Recently, in irradiating 209 Bl by 22 Ne ions an isotope has 

been synthesized decaying by rneans of fission with a half-life equal tc 1 min 

( T ~ • 1 min). The behaviour of the excitation function allows us to suppose that 
228 

in this case the decay of an isomer Np occurs. It is interesting to note that 

of the four identified isomers all the four are odG- odd isotopes. 

Besides the above- mentioned isotopes, in the reactions with heavy ions spon

taneously fissioning isotopes with lifetimes 3,5 sec, 2,5 nin and 7-10 sed 
7
- B/ 

were formect. Though these isotopes have not baen fdentlfled yet 1t may oe as

sumed that they are spontaneously fissioning isomers, as wen. indeed, for isotopes 

which might be synthesized in the studied reactions the spontaneous fission period 

in the ground state must be much longer than the measured one. 

At present there is no direct information on the excitation energy and the 

spin of the observable isomeric state as well as on the existence of other decay 

branches. 

I 9/ 242 242m 
in ref.. an analysis of the data on the reaction Pu , ( d,2n) Am 

( T~ •0.014 sec) was made to estimate the upper boundary of the isomer excitation 

energy. For 242 Am the isomer energy ·a;. .< 2.5 Me.J. Some information on 
242m 

1 
u · ( 242 A ) 

the Am isomer spin can be got by measuring the isomer ratio a• m m 
. 17 ( 242 Am) 

in various reactions ( u m is the cross section for the isom_er producu<::fh; u & lS 

the cross section for the nucleus production in the ground state). 

in ref/ 
10

/ it was established that for the reaction with th~rmal neutrons 
241 Am ( n

7
y ) 

24
2m Am a < 10- 6• Whlle in the reaction 243 Am ( n,2n)

242
m Am 

for n eutrons of e nergy 14 MeV a ~ 3.10-
4

• The spin of the isomer 242 Am 

appears to be larger tha n a; and the fact, that the probability of formation of iso

mers 
240 

Am and 
242 

Am in the reactions ( n,2n) is the same/ 3 •
4

/ indicates 

that their spins are likely equal. 

Considering the ma in property of the obs ervable isomers, namely, the in-

3 



cre<'\sed probability for the spontaneous fission, it should be borne in mind that a 

factor characterising this increase fJ = ~ ( T g is the spontaneous fission 
Tm 

period from the ground state, T m is the isomer half-life) for identified isomers 

is 10
18 o~o 10

26
• For the sake of comparison we point out that for an isomel

44 cm 

with T ~ • 0.034 sec; I" K • 6+ 6 and with an energy :Q, • 1.042 MeV fJ < 105 / 1 1/. 
This state in 

244 
Cm is a neutron two- quasiparticle one with configuration 

622t + 62J 13/ x). 

In a number of papers/ 
1

4-
15

/ attempts have been made to explain the natu-

re of the isomeric states for which the spontaneous fission probability is very strong-

ly increased. However, these attenpts fail to give a noncontradictory explanation 

for the spontaneously fissioning isomer structure. So, the assumption that the iso

mer has a foul'- and six.- quas~ particle structure and a high excitation energy 

can not account, first, • for comparatively large gamma decay lifetimes if transitions 

to rotation states are taken into account and, second, for very short spontaneous 

fission half-lives. It should be noticed .that with respect to fission the quas~pal'

ticle excitation energy is not equivalent to the excitation energy of the compound 

nucleus. Assuming that a nucleus is in the excited quas~ particle state it should be 

borne in mind that the nucleus will pass through the same level on the fission 

barrier. This means that the latter may not essentially decrease/ 
16

/. Besides, 

high- energy quas~ particle isomeric states can appear most likely in even- even 

nuclei as compared to odd- odd ones. 

There a re some considerations that there may exist isomers with a large 

deformation for which either the fission barrier is presented by a two-nnxima 

curve or the location of nuclear levels is such that it promotes fission. Attention 

was also drawn to the reaction mecha nism being important for formation of spon

taneously fissioning isomers ( see, e.g/ 
17 f ) • 

The aim of the present paper is the following: 1. study of a possible exis

tence of isomers with deformations larger than the equilibrium deformations of nuo

lei in the ground states, 2. investigation of properties of such excited states ( ana-

lysis of probabilities of gamma transitions to different nuclear levels, estimation of 

the alpha decay llfetirres and the spontaneous fission ones), 3. determination of a 

possible structure of spontaneously fissioning isomers and finding of nuclei in 

which the isomeric states have the spontaneous fission half-lives longer (or equal) 

than the gamma ~nsition ones. 

X) By Nnz At we denote the Nilsson potential state with K=A+I and by Nn A~ 
the state with K =A-I. where N is the total number of oscillator quanta, n z is the number of 
oscillator quanta along the axis z , II is the projection of the angular momentum on the 

symmetry axis. I is the projection of the particle spin on this axis. 
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2. Let us investigate the possibility of the existence of isomeric states with 

deformations larger than those for nuclei in the ground state$. 'The existence of 

an isomeric two- quasi- particle state with a deformation •\ which is larger than 

the equilibrium deformation 8 0 is po~sible only if the decrease of the quasi- pal'-

ticle state energy with increasing 8 is larger than the increase (with increas-

ing 8 ) of the even- even core energy. Thus, we should calculate the change 

in the even- even nucleus energy depending on the deformation and the 

behaviour of various single- and two- quasi- particle excited states. 

It is known that the calculations of the change in the total nucleus energy 

with increasing deformation 8 with respect to the equilibrium one 8 0 are not 

sufficiently satisfactory. So, the calculations made in ref/ 
18

/ on the basis of the 

superfluid nuclear model with an additional account of the Coulomb energy have 

led to a very low fission barrier for 
230 

U 

Calculations based on diffe rent semiempirical fo rnuJ.as are not convincing too. 

The calculations ma de in r e f/ 19/ show that the difference between the fission 

barriers in 
232 

Tb and 254 Fm is from 6,1 to 3 ,5 MeV (according to different fol'

mulas), while the experiment gives this difference equal to 1,8 MeV. Therefore we 

shall not perform here subsequent calculations of chang es of the total nucleus 

energy with increasing deformation but we shall start from the energy behaviour 

depending on 8 which is usually taken in the liquid- drop model in considering 

spontaneous fission. 

Let us suppose that the total even- even nucleus energy li>
0

( 8) in the 

ground state has a minimum near the equilibrium deformation 8 0 • 0 .24 

and that this "''1ergy increases by 1. 1,5 MeV with deformation increasing to 

8 • 0,32 ~ 0,35. Fig. 1 shows the dependence of the g round state energy of 
240 

Pu calculated by the Nilsson scheme taking into account • pairing correlations 

at an arbitrary cutoff of the number of average field levels concerned ( further 

designated as case 1). A more srrooth dependence which is explained by the 

liquid- drop model is taken as case II. The equal dependences li 
0 

( 8) were chos·~n 

for .all the nuclei concerned because it is difficult to deternine uniquely the change 

of li> 0 ( 8) in one nucleus as compared with another. 

'The calculations of the energies of the ground and excited single- quasi

p a rticle states of the system consisting of an odd number of neutrons (protons) 

were performed by the formulae of the superfluid nuclear modet 
20

/ 

~ 

8) = E ( s
1

, 8 ) + 2 I E ( s, 8) v 
2

- ~ 
·-~·. • GN 

5 
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where s 1 is the ave rag e field level populated by a quas)... particle , E(s,8) is the 

average field level energy, C 0 is the correlation function of the neutron system 

C P of the proton one), 2 v! is the particle d e nsity at the level s GN 

is the pairing interaction constant in the neutron system ( 

The values of G Nand G z are the same as in ref/
211 • 

G z in the proton one). 

To determine the correlation functions C , , C P and the che mical potentials 

>. equations were solved for each deformation 8 I 2 01. The scheme of 

the Nils:on potential levels freviously used in r e f/ 
211, i.e. with p arameters very 

I 2 2 
close to case A in ref. was e mploy ed as the ave rage field levels. In this 

>., • 

scheme the subshell l 1 v 2 in the proton system is lowered by 0,18 h~ 0 x) the 

neutron syste m is lowered by 0,17 t ~o i.e. as in r;f.1 211 sub shell i 111 2 in the 

and a little less than in case A in ret.! 221. The energies of the Nilsson scneme 

levels at ll • 0, 3 0 r 0,34 were extrapolated and at ll > 0.34 were calculated 

by asymptotic formulas. 

It is noteworthy that the differences of the values of :li:(s
1 
,8) for different s 

1 

but equal li are independent of · the cutoff of the number of the averag~ field 

levels and of the behaviour of the even- even core energy as a function of 8 

Let u s:. consider, depending on ll , the behaviour of the energies of the 

g round and excited two- quas)... particle states of odd- odd nuclei (one is a proton 

quasi,- particle at the level v 
1 

, the other is a neutron one at s 
1 

) • In the 

independent quasi,- particle approxirration, the odd- odd nucleus energy is the sum 

of energies ( 1) for the neutron and the proton s y stems. The b e haviour of the 

energies of two- quasi,- particle states of 242 Am for case I and of the ground- state 

energy of 
240 

Pu as a function of 8 for case s I and 11 are show n in Fig. 1. 

It should be noted that for a given ll the ei'W'I'gy difference lii( 110 , s 0 ; 8 ) ...:/i; 0 ( ll) 
242 I 

between the ground state of an odd- odd nucleus ( e.g. Am ) a nd an even- even 

one (e.g. 240 
Pu ) is plotted arbitrary since nothing is depende nt on its absolute 

value. The curves for the two- quae)... particle states are obtained by adding to 

curves I and 11 the calculated values li:(v, s; 8) - :lii 0 ( 8) ( for an admitted normal)... 

zation). 

242 
The I"K ~ l-0 state with configura tion p 5 23 + , n62 2t is the ground state of 

Am up to li o 0,35. The function ·lb (ll) for the state with K,. • 6 + p 5 23,+ , 

n 743t has a minimum at li=ll 0 = 0.24 a nd its beha viour resemble s the b e haviour of 

lii( ll) for the g round state. The function /i:( ll) for the s tate with K,. •9 + p 505t, 

n743t is practically constant up to ll • 0,32. This is d ue to tha t a fa st incre ase 

x) t ,:; o • 41 A -17 3 1\00V~ 
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is the ground state of 

with Krr • 6 + p523,~, 

•sembles the behaviour of 

;tate with K rr •9 + p 505t, 

• to that a fast increase 

of E( 505t ) with 8 leading to a decrease of the excitation energy of this level 

compensates the energy increase of the even- even core, 

The energy of the average field levels p 505t and n 606t strongly increases 
242 

with increasing 8 , in Am the approach of the levels p505t and n606t to 

the Fermi surface leads to that the energy of the 12- state with p 505t and n 606t 

decreases more strongly with increasing 8 than the even- even core energy incre-

ases, As a result the function li, ( p 505\ n 606t ) has a rrinimum at 8; • 0,32, 

Thus, an isomer with Krr. 12 - p505t , n606t has the equilibrium deformation 

8; • 0,32, i,e, it is larger than that of the nucleus in the ground state, where 

8 0 • 0 1 24, We suppose that spontaneously fissioning isomers are two- quas)... pal"o-

ticle states in odd- odd nuclei with 8i > 8 
0 

, 

Fig. 1 gives the erergy lH 8) for a state with K rr • 6 + and p 505t , 

n '/61 ~ which has a ninimum for 8> 8 0 , However such states have a very short 

gamma transition lifeline due to srrell values of the rmmentum projections on the 

nucleus symmetry axis K and therefore we shall not be interested in. 

Table 1 presents the results of calculations for cases I and ll of the equ)... 

librium deformations 8i for isomers with K rr • 12 - and configuration p 505t , n 606t 

in the odd- odd isotopes of Es, Bk, An\ Np and Pa, 'I't\e table gives the isomer 

energies with respect to the ground state of the nucleus for the equilibrium defol'

mation 8 0 and with respect to the lowest energy of the nucleus at 8 = 8 i 

in table I there are only some nuclei in which for the 12 - state 8; > 8
0 

, So, the 

Es isotopes with A-252, 250, 246 and 242 have also 8i • 0,31 .;. 0,32 (case I) 

and so on. However, in a number of cases the 12- state has no minimum for 

8; > 0,30, for example, in 
236 

Am , 
236 

Np and in lighter isotopes, It should be 

noted that at 8 • 0.31 .;. 0,33 for N • 143 .;. 151 the average field level density is 

large therefore the energies of the Krr •12- states slowly ~nge from one nucleus 

to the other • 

Krr .. 11- isomers with p505t , n606' have the equilibrium deformations 

8; > 0,30, So, in 
240 

Bk 
238 

Bk 8i • 0.32 ( 0.33) calculated according to 

case I (ca se II), The Am isotopes with A • 238, 236, 234 and 232 have 8 i • 

• 0,32 (0,33), the odd-odd Np isotopes with A-226.;. 236 have 8; •0.32 (0,32• 

; 0,33 ), the odd- odd Pa isotopes with A • 224 -232 h a ve 8 i • 0.31( 0.31 + 

; 0,33 ). The energies of these io:;omers in the Bk isotopes are ( 2.5 .;. 3.0) MeV. in 

the Ap.J. isotopes ( 1,5 -1- 2,5) MeV in the Np isotopes from I to 2.5 MeV and in the 

Pa isotopes ( 1,3 .;. 2.2) MeV, 

It should be noted that the values of the equilibrium deformations for the 

states 12- p505t , n606, and 11- p505t , n615t depend upon the behaviour of 

7 



and h 
1112 

• From Table I it is seen 

given by case I to that admitted in 

case II has led to the increase of 8 1 0,01 and to· some decrease of the energy 

of the 12- and 11- states. Cases I and II are, in fact, limiting ones for the behav

iour of &0(~ and a small change in 8 1 in the transition f:·') :ll case I to case II 

shows that a subsequent calculation of :& 0(8) will not lead to a noticeable change 

of the equilibrium deformations 8 < of the isomers with K" "12- and 11- . The 

calculations have resulted in a general tendency: the equilibrium deformations 8 i 

and the energies of these isomers increase with increasing number of neutrons 

and protons for nuclei in the transuranium region. 

3 . We assumed that spontaneously fissioning isomers are two- quasi- particle 

states of odd- odd- nuclei with the equilibrium deformation 8. •0.31 .;. 0.33 and the 
I 

excitation energy with respect to the ground state of the nucleus at 8 
• 0 

of the 

order 1.;. 1.5 MeV. We estimate roughly the probabilities of the spontaneous fission 

of such a type isomers in odd- odd nuclei. For this it is necessary to calculate 

for an isomer with 8 = 8 i the decrease of the area under the curve of the potenti-

al energy from the equilibrium deformation 8 = 8 0 to the deformation 8 c correspond

ing to a critical shape. The estimation made on the basis of the liquid- drop model 

for the Am isotopes yields a critical deformation 8 = 0.45. It is extremely diffi
c 

cult to calculate the difference in the forms of the potential energy for isotopes 

in the isomer and gr0und states for 8> 0.40. However, the behaviour of these 

energies with increasing deformations from 81 to 8 • 0.40 allows us to suppose 

that the areas under the potential curves for the isomer and ground states arc 

about the same in the region of 8 from 8 i to 8 c • Rough estimates show tha ~ 

for isomers with 8
1 

•0.32 .;.0.33 and an excitation energy about 1.5 MeV the 

index of the exponential determining the penetrability throughout the fission barrier 

will decrease by about ( 40 .;. 50)% as compared with exponent for the ground 

state of the nucleus for 8 = 8 0 • This decrease corresponds to an increase by 

20 b b' . . . about a factor of 10 of the pro a iltty of spontaneous flsston. 

Thus, for isomers with 8 •0.31 .;. 0.33 and an energy 1-r 1.5 MeV the proba

bility of spontaneous fission is strongly increased as compared to that of the 

spontaneous fission of the QUcleus in the ground state. This increase is about 

be same as for the Am isomers experimentally obse rved. 

4. Let us estimate the partial lifetimes of isomers in odd- odd nuclei w ith 

K11 .. 12- p505' , n606' and K11 • 11- p505' , n615' for gamma transitions 

to states for 8 = 8 0 and to states whose equilibrium deformation 8 .f, 8 0 • The over

whelming majority of states has the same equilibrium deformation 8 
0 

as the 

8 

I 

,, 

I 
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ground states of odd- odd nuclei. The energies of two- quasiparticle states are 

calculated according to ( 1) not taking into account the spin splitting. The rotatio

nal band are calculated for the K :::_ 10 states, the moments of inertia are taken 

directly from experime nt it they are the averaged values over a number of odd-

odd nuclei. The E1 and E2 transitions and , as an exclusion, the M1, M2 

and M3 transitions were mainly analysed, The lifetimes were estimated in the fol

lowing way: the Weisskopf" s value of the partial lifetime for a given transition was 

used and the hindrance of the E A transitions in deformed nuclei was taken into 

t . th t t' . . . I 2 3/ I accoun usmg e sys ema 1c s of exper1mental data g tven, e.g. m ref, • n con-

sidering the K -forbidden trans itions the trans ition probability was decreased by a 

factor of 10
2 

for each !:J. K •1, however for !:J.K• 5 the transition probability was 

decreased by a factor of 10
9

• 

A large number of g amma transitions are the F-forbldden ones/ 
24

•
25

/. We 

call the F- forbidde nness such a forbiddenness which is connected with a change 

in the position o f the quasi- p arth::les in the final state, as compared to the initial, 

one which is l a r g er than the operator of the c o rresponding process allows, For 

e xample, the F- forbidden is the M3- transition from the 12- state with p 505t, n 606t 

to the 9 - states with p62 4t , n734t, since the position of both quasi-particles 

altered. The F- forbidden tra nsitions a re not a b s olutely forbidden due to that the 

states are not purely quasi- p a rticle but they contain some adni.xtures. There is 

no experimental d a ta dete rmining the d egree of the F- forbiddenness, but the ab

s ence of a numbe r of F- forb idde n b e ta tra nsitions allo ws us to consider that 

F > 10
3

• We assume tha t the F- forbiddenness w eake ns the g a :nma transition by 

a factor of 10
3

• lf a tra nsition is F-allowed then we assume a 10 times hindrance 

due to the diffe r e nce of equilibrium d e forma tions. In many cases the F- and K

forbidden n e sse s a re obse rved simultaneous ly. For example, the g amma transition 

from the 1 2- 12 state s with p 5 0 5 t , n 6 0 6 t to the lrr K •10- 8 • s tates with p 521 t , 

n 6 06l is K- forbid den but F-allow ed in this c a se !:J.K • 2 and the g amma tra nsi-

tion to the lrrK • 10-5 sta te with p 523 + , n 6 22t is K- forbidden with !:J. K • 5 

10
9 

times hindra nce) and F-forbidde n ( 10
3 

times hindrance). 

We c o nsider a s an exampl e the 1 2- isomer in 242 Am The scheme of the 

l evel s of 
242 

Am for the d e fo rma tio ns 8 o • 0.24 and 8 ; 0.32 is given in 

Fig . 2 , the continuo u s lines d enoting the e n e r g ies in the e quilibrium s tates a nd the 

d a shed lines b e ing the s tate e n e r g i e s fo r d e forma tions which diffe r from the equi

librium ones. H e re we g ive only a small p a rt of the l e v els to which more than 99 

p e r c ent of g amma rays is e mitted, So, the E 2 transition with an energy 300 KeV 

hinder e d 10 
7 

times is perfo rmed to the 10- 8 state with p 633 t , n 734t the refore 

the p a rtial life time for it is 10
2 

s e c. The isomer has the same partial lifetime for 

9 



the E1 transition with an energy 270 KeV to the 11+ 7 state with p 523 ~ , n 734t 

hindered 10
11 

times. Transitions to other states give partial lifetimes which are lo

ger than 10
2 

sec, ln a similar way we estimated the partial lifetimes· for gamma 

transitions of isomers for which /3 i > 0,30 in all odd- odd nuclei, 

'I'he results of estimations of the partial lifetimes for gamna transitions of the 

Krr •12- isomers with p 505t , n 606 t for cases I and II are given in Table I. 

As a rule lifetime is determined by transitions to many states, however, there a re 

cases ( for which the values of Ty are in brackets) when Ty is determined by 

one transition, i.e. when there is a strong dependence on the calculated energy 
242 

of the two- quasi- particle state, For example, in 3k the El transition with an 

energy 250 KeV to the 11 + 10 state with p633t , n606t and an energy 1150 KeV 

is hindered 10
3 

times and for it T Y • 10-
5 

sec. Transitions to other states yield 

10-
2 

sec. 'I'he transition from case I to case II leads to an in-the lifetime T 
·y 

crease of the Iiietime of isomers, on the average, by a factor of 10. 

From Table 1 it is seen that some isotopes of Pa, Np, Am have long gamrra 

trat'lsition lifetimes. 'I'he 12- isomers in the isotopes o f Bk and Es have much 

shorter partial lifetimes for gamma transitions. 

'I'he lifetimes of the 11- isomers with p 505 t , n 606 t in the isotopes of Bk 

and Am are extremely short. If the subshell i
1
a/

2 
is lowered by 0.10 1i tiJ

0 
but not 

by 0.17 1i& 0 then in 226 Np 1 
228 Np and 230 Np the 11- isomers will have the 

gamma transition life times Ty =10-
2

.;. 10-
4 

sec. 

Let us estimate the alpha-- decay lifetimes of the isomers, We consider the 

a lpha decay from the 12- isomer to the same isomer in the daughter nuclei. 'I'his 

transition is favorable- favorable, the alpha particle energy is equal to the energy 

o f the transition between the ground states of these nuclei plus the difference of 

isomer energy in the parent and the daughter nuclei. 'I'he transition to the ground 

state of the nucleus for O= /3 0 is unfavorable- unfavorable and its hindrance factor 

is of the order 10
5 + 1-o

6
• We consider a case of 

246 
Es the most favorable with 

respect to the alpha decay. 'I'he experimentally found ene r g y of alpha particles is 

J 2~ . . 2 v . . 7.4 Me and the 1somer ener gy 1s Me • 'I'he alpha particle ener gy m the 

transition to the g round stat~42 Bk =9.4 MeV, If the 1 0
6 

times hindrance is taken in

to account then we get T a= 1 day, While in the transition to the 12- i somers of 
242 

Bk the alpha- particle energy is a bout 8 MeV, s ince the difference of the 

isomer energies is 0.6 MeV. The life time is therefore 1 min., i.e. it is much long er 

than tha t for gamma transitions. In the Bk i sotopes the estimations o f the minimal 

alph a - d ecay lifetimes give the values of the orde r 5.;.20 hours, in the Np i sotopes 

the y are much l onger, 

10 
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elements there are two- q 

energy about 3 MeV 
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6. 'I'he investigation 
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isomers are two- quasi- par 
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+ 7 state with p 523 • 1 n 734t 

e partial lifetimes which are lo

partial life times· for gamma 

!-odd nuclei. 

es for g amna transitions of the 

and II a r e given in Table I. 

.ny states, however, the re a re 

) when Ty is determine d by 

ce on the calculated energy 

3k the El tra nsition with a n 

n606t a nd an e nergy 1150KeV 

'l.nsitions to other states yield 

to case II leads to a n in-

a factor of 10. 

Pa, Np, Am ha v e long gamrra 

)f Bk and Es have much 

1606 t in the isotopes of Bk 

lowered by 0.10 1i lJ 
0 

but not 

the 11- isomers will have the 

e isomers. We consider the 

in the daug hter nuclei. This 

n ergy is equal to the ener gy 

nuclei plus the d iffe r e nce of 

• The transition to the g round 

able and its hindra nce factor 

Es the most favor a ble with 

energy of alpha particles is 

alpha partic le e n e rgy in the 
6 

times hind r a nce is taken in

ition to the 12- isomer s o f 

s ince the difference of the 

1 min., i.e . it is much longer 

he estimations o f the minimal 

-20 hours, in the Np isotopes 

Thus, the partial alpha-decay lifetime of Kw •12- isorrers with p505t , n606t 

are nuch longer tha n the gamma.- transition and spontaneous fission lifetimes. 

5. Let us c;onsider the possibility of the existence of spontaneously fissioning 

isomers in odd-A and even- even nuclei. 

In odd- A nuclei N•14!*15 3 in the state 606t the equilibrium deformation cal

culated for case I is 0.29 '+ 0.31 and for case II it is 0.30 + 0.32. However, the 

minimum of the function ·~ ( 606t , li ) d e pending on li is expressed far more 

weakly than in odd- odd nuclei. The energies of the isomers 606 t are ( 0.5 +1.5) 

MeV, and the g amma.- transition lifet.irres are 10- 5 .;.10- 14 sec. So, for 241 Pu the 

606t state has an energy 0.9 ( o.a)MeV and TY ~ 10-
6 

sec., in 247 em the 

energy is equal to 1.4 (1.2) MeV and Ty ~ 10-
1 2

s ec. Thus, in odd-A nuclei 

with .N-145 .;.153 the probability of spontaneously fission is noticeably decreased 

and the gamma.- transition o ne is noticeably in=eased as compared with neighboUl'

ing odd- odd nuclei. In the odd-A nuclei with .N-133 + 143 the 606 t and 615 t 

state s have in most cases the same equilibrium deformation as the nucleus in the 

g round state. 

In odd- Z nuclei the calculation of the equilibrium deformations for the 505t 

states in case I give lii ~ li o ~ 0.24 and in case II they lead to a weakly pro

n oun c ed minimum for li> ( 505 t , li ) being appeare d in the nuclei with z- 95,97, 99 

at li i • 0.30 + 0.31. However, the partial gamrra transition lifetimes of these states 

are very short. 

Thus, according to the calculations performed the probability of finding spon

taneously fissioning isomers in odd- N and odd- Z nuclei is extremely small. 

We consider the possibility of the existence of isomers with lii > li
0 

in even

even nuclei. The calculations show that in some isotopes of Pu, Cm and other 

elements there are two-quas.i-particle states with lii flo.29 .;. •0.30 and with an 

energy about 3 MeV. For example. the neutron states with Kw •9+ 6221 , 

606t , withK!T"'11- 734t , 606t , with Kw • 10+ 624 .1, 606t , with Kw • 10-

7 431 606t and the proton states with Krr • 8+ 523• 1 505t , withKw • &- 642t , 

5 05t • The gamma transition life times of these states are shorter than 10-
7 
sec. 

Thus, the possibility of discovering spontaneously fissioning isomers in even- even 

nuclei is also very small. 

6. The investigation performed showed that it is possible to explain the 

spontaneously fissioning iso mers discovered in 1962. The spontaneously fissioning 

isomers a r e two- quas.i- particle excited states with Krr •12- p 505t , n 606 t and 

w ith K:r • 11- p 505t , n615tin odd-odd nuclei. The most likely region of the 

values of N and Z for such isome rs to exist are indicated on the basis of the 

11 



calculations concerned, Undoubtedly, the calcula tinns do not cla im to an exact 

determination of the boundary of this region, 

It should be noted tha t the calcula tions are rough. The behaviour of the 

e nergy li> 0 (bl in both cases as well as the estimates of the spontaheous fission 

lifetimes should be especially criticized, However, if we take into account that 

cases I a nd II are practically limiting ones for ·li 0 (S) a nd that the transition from 

case I and II does not change the basic c onclusions it is undoubtful that isomers 

with the equilibrium deforma tions larger than those of nuclei in the ground s tates 

may exist. 

In conclusion we express our deep gratitude to G,N,Flerov, A. Sobichevsky, 

V .M.Strutinsky a nd P,Vogel for interesting discussions, 
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Isomers in odd-od 
p50 

Case I 
Nucleus Isomer energ..(MeV) wi 

respect to ground stal 

$'.~. S'~ 
8', 

24S.: 8 o,n 2,2 1, c 
244Es 0, )2 1,8 o,s 
246Bk 0 , )2 1,8 o,e 
244Bk 0,)2 1,6 0,7 
242Bk O,Jl 1,4 0, 7 
240Bk o,n 1,4 0,7 
246Am 0, )2 1,7 0,7 
244Am 

0,)2 1,5 0,5 
242Am 

0,)2 1,2 0,2 
240Am 0,)2 1,1 0,2 
2J8Am 

O,Jl 1,0 O,J 
244Np 0,)2 1,6 0,6 

242Np o,n 1,J o, : 

240Np o,n 1,0 O,J 

2J~p o,n 0,9 0,1 

2J6Pa O,JO o,-7 Q1 



~ 

Isomers in odd-odd nuclei with Kr•12-and configuration 
p505f I n606t . 

Case I Case II 
Nuoleus Isomer energ.(MeV) with laomer eoerg.(MeV)with 

8', respect to cround state for respect to c,round state for 

s-. ~. s-s, T sec s-~ s-.. s-. S'= s-. T.y sec 

24S.:s o,n 2,2 1,2 10-7 o,JJ 1,8 0,9 10-6 

244Es 0,)2 1,8 0,9 10-8 
o,JJ 1,6 0,7 10-7 

246Bk 0,)2 1,8 o,8 10-J (10-4) o,JJ 1,5 0,6 10-1(10-J ) 

244Bk o,n 1,6 0,7 10-5 o,JJ l,J 0,4 10-2(10-4) 

242Bk O,Jl 1,4 0,7 10-2(10-5) O,J2 1,2 0,5 10-1(10-4) 

240Bk O,Jl 1,4 0,7 l0-3(lo-7) O,Jl 1, 2 0,6 10-2(10-7) 
- ' 200 12-12 p5D5t,606t 

-f110 8 · 8 p505f'n6221 246Am 0,)2 1,7 0,7 10-3(10-6) o,J4 1,5 O,J 10-2(10-5) 
-1060 g. 9 p521." 606t 

244Am -(010 6-6 p 523+" &2/tl O,J2 1,5 0,5 0,1 o,JJ l,J 0,2 1,0 
- ~0 5-5 p523~" 622, 

242Am 
O,J2 1,2 0,2 102 o,n 1,0 O,J 103 

240Am o,n 1,1 0,2 1,0 o,n 0,9 0,2 103 

2J8Am 
O,Jl 1,0 O,J 10-J o,Jl 0,9 o,J l,O(lo-2) 

244Np O,J2 1,6 0,6 10-7 o,JJ l,J o,J 10-2(10-7 

242 
o,J2 l,J o,J 10-5 0,1 1, O(lo-4 Np O,JJ 1,1 

240Np O,Jl 1,0 O,J 102 0,)2 0,9 0,2 102 

2J8Np o,Jl 0,9 o,1 104 O,Jl 0,7 0,1 106 

2J6Pa O,JO 0,7 Cjl 1,0 o,Jo 0,5 0,1 102 
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